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Head to the Office

with WELL Health-Safety Rating™

rest
assured

Verified by third-party experts, you can rest assured
knowing our Return-to-Work Cleaning plan includes:
Clear roles and responsibilities for everyone on the team
Frequent cleaning and disinfecting of spaces
Low VOC cleaning supplies and how to store them safely
PPE requirements for team members
Annual training programs

For detailed information on our pursuit of clean spaces, tap
into axiis or visit axiistenantapp.com/return-to-work
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We trust the experts.
Our Return-to-Work Cleaning plan meets the requirements of the 600+ experts
of public health behind the International Well Building Institute’s WELL
Health-Safety Rating. It aligns with recommendations by the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), the World Health Organization (WHO), and Green
Seal.
There’s a lot of planning behind each gleaming surface in our building. We
research every cleaning product used for its human health and environmental
impacts. If it meets our standards, we make sure products are labelled and stored
correctly to maintain a safe working environment for our cleaning team. Finally,
we make sure our people attend annual training on product use and proper
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) for each task.
Pandemic protocols
We’ve been here each step of the way during the COVID-19 pandemic and
prioritize our cleaning protocols accordingly. We follow the latest guidance from
the CDC, WHO, and the Public Health Agency of Canada (PHAC) when it comes
to disinfection and cleaning best practices.. As the focus shifts on transmission
data, so too does our cleaning strategy.
You can rely on us to keep your safety top of mind when it comes to providing
clean spaces.
Want to learn more about all the improvement we’ve implemented in
the last year?
Tap into axiis to stay up-to-date on our building news and updates or visit
axiistenantapp.com/return-to-work.

